THROUGHPUT
Up to 30 loads per hour

SERVICE
Service agreements and extended warranties are available

WARRANTY
Standard 12month warranty

STANDARD FEATURES
- Suitable for 50mm & 76mm film cores
- 240 VAC (10A) power supply
- 80mm turntable height
- 2000kg turntable capacity
- 2200mm standard wrap height
- Turntable speed up to 15rpm
- AC variable speed drives
- PLC controlled
- Push buttons
- Variable Carriage Speed
- Photo eye sensor detects product height automatically
- Selectable Wrap Cycles (Full wrap, Light wrap and Top sheet)
- Safety crush prevention device fitted to film carriage
- Cycle counter counts the number of pallets wrapped (Includes service alarm)
- Top and bottom wraps adjustable (1, 2 or 3)
- 500mm powered pre-stretch (Adjustable film tension control)
- Forklift transportable

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
- Extended column
- Extended base
- Loading ramp
- "Black Eye" Photo Eye (to detect black or dark products)
- Weigh scales
- Top platen
- Forklift bump stop
- Pallet spacer
- Low profile heavy duty turntable option 3000kg
- High profile heavy duty turntable option 2000kg